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Abstract: This work details the development and validation of a methodology for high-resolution
rotor models used in hybrid Blade Element Momentum Theory Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier–
Stokes (BEMT-URANS) CFD. The methodology is shown to accurately predict single and coaxial
rotor performance in a fraction of the time required by conventional CFD methods. The methodology
has three key features: (1) a high-resolution BEMT rotor model enabling large reductions in grid size,
(2) a discretized set of momentum sources to interface between the BEMT rotor model and the
structured URANS flow solver, and (3) leveraging of the first two features to enable highly parallelized
GPU-accelerated multirotor CFD simulations. The hybrid approach retains high-fidelity rotor inflow,
wake propagation, and rotor–rotor interactional effects at a several orders of magnitude lower
computational cost compared to conventional blade-resolved CFD while retaining high accuracy on
steady rotor performance metrics. Rotor performance predictions of thrust and torque for both single
and coaxial rotor configurations are compared to test the data that the authors obtained at the NASA
Langley 14- by 22-ft. Subsonic Tunnel Facility. Simulations were run with both fully turbulent and
free-transition airfoil performance tables to quantify the associated uncertainty. Single rotor thrust
and torque were predicted on average within 4%. Coaxial thrust and power were predicted within
an average of 5%. A vortex ring state (VRS) shielding phenomenon for coaxial rotor systems is also
presented and discussed. The results support that this hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD methodology can
be highly parallelized on GPU machines to obtain accurate rotor performance predictions across the
full spectrum of possible UAM flight conditions in a fraction of the time required by conventional
higher-fidelity methods. This strategy can be used to rapidly create look-up tables with hundreds to
thousands of flight conditions using a three-dimensional multirotor CFD for UAM.

Keywords: coaxial rotors; computational fluid dynamics; hybrid BEMT-URANS; rigid rotors; rotor
performance prediction; urban air mobility; Dragonfly

1. Introduction

Coaxial rotor systems are finding increased use and interest from several different
sectors of the rotorcraft market due to their condensed packaging, higher redundancy in
multirotor systems, and benefits in high-speed forward flight. Whether it be full-sized heli-
copters such as the Sikorsky XH-59A, X2, and S-97 [1–3], new light helicopter designs and
urban air mobility applications for commercial transportation [4–7], or smaller unmanned
systems that fly both here on Earth and explore other worlds [8,9], this configuration is
continually seeing more use. The increasing demand for coaxial rotors comes along with
an increasing need to understand how they operate so we can improve their efficiency and
performance. A large set of conceptual, computational, and wind tunnel-based studies
have been conducted to increase the knowledge base for these systems; for example, early
research conducted by Gessow, Harrington, and Dingeldein at the NASA Langley Research
Center [10–12] studied the effects of planform design and rotor–rotor interactions on rotor
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efficiency. Coleman later summarized both the theoretical and experimental research to
date on these rotor systems [13]. In addition to Coleman’s work, Ramasamy further sum-
marized hover data for coaxial rotors to more closely study the interference effects taking
place [14]. More recently, Yeo summarized design approaches and predictive capabilities of
coaxial and compound helicopter configurations [15]. For a review of rotorcraft computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD), the authors recommend the summary by Strawn et al. [16],
while [17–19] provide more recent testing and analysis of multirotor aircrafts. Prior work
also applied state-of-the-art computational analysis techniques based on CFD to advanced
vertical-flight aircraft design and analysis tools [20–23].

Advanced CFD approaches for coaxial rotors include those using unstructured overset
grids by Xu and Ye [24], vortex particle methods by Singh and Friedmann [25–28], and
a mixing-plane approach to reduce computational demand by Cornelius et al. [29]. The
studies of rotor spacing and rotor–rotor interactions by Lakshminarayan and Baeder [30]
also provide better understanding of the highly unsteady flowfield associated with the
coaxial rotor system. Additionally, validation work for comprehensive analysis of coaxial
rotors was carried out by Ho et al. [31], which characterized the impact of the upper rotor
to lower rotor thrust ratio on both coaxial rotor and individual rotor figures of merit.

The analyses presented throughout this work focus on a growing subset of fixed-pitch mul-
tirotor systems, i.e., small scale (less than 2 m diameter), stiff (first flap frequency > 1.5/Rev),
RPM-controlled (variable speed), and with large rotor separation (spacing > D/5) for the coaxial
configuration. This blade stiffness is higher and rotor spacing larger than typically analyzed
for conventional helicopter design and can be representative of some electric vertical take-off
and landing (eVTOL) and urban air mobility (UAM) configurations. Much research has been
carried out by Silva and Johnson [32–35] to develop NASA reference vehicles to support the
increase in interest for developing these types of vehicles. Some of the NASA reference vehicles
have designs more like conventional rotorcrafts, but many of them are more similar to the rotor
configurations discussed in this work. New studies delving further into the analysis of these
vehicles range topics covering comprehensive and CFD analyses, handling qualities, system
design, hazard analysis, and wind-tunnel testing [36–47]. Of particular interest to this work
are recent studies of mid-air deployment and high rates of descent with these vehicles [48–52].
Some works have also looked at improving the design approach specifically for coaxial and
octocopter configurations [53,54]. Uncertainty quantification in performance estimation has
become a big topic with all of these design variables for multirotor systems. The study by
Lim, Kim, and Yee [55] presents a process for propagating design uncertainties into the flight
performance estimation of multirotor vehicles.

These multirotor systems are also being used for space exploration of other celestial
bodies such as Mars and Titan. The successful flight of the Mars Ingenuity Helicopter in
April 2021 marked the first flight of a heavier-than-air vehicle on another planet [9,56–58].
Currently, the Dragonfly lander is the second multicopter vehicle under development
to be sent into space following in Ingenuity’s footsteps [59]. These types of planetary
aerial vehicles (PAVs) have been proposed several times over the previous two decades for
scientific missions and exploration of various planetary bodies in our solar system [60–67].
Following the success of Ingenuity and the awarding of the NASA New Frontiers funding
to Dragonfly, a surge of renewed interest has developed around the capabilities that these
vehicles bring to planetary science and exploration [68–73].

These PAVs leverage distributed electric propulsion in multirotor configurations. This
setup is very much in line with the previously discussed eVTOL and UAM movements.
Thus, several applications, all based on a similar configuration with similar rotor systems,
are drawing much attention and funding into the rotorcraft research community. These
highly complex rotor–rotor and rotor–airframe interactions do require an approach to
ensure inclusion of the complex aspects of the flowfield, but the computational costs
and complexity related to these higher-fidelity tools are only feasible when analyzing a
handful of flight conditions. The analyses have a computational cost too high for design
optimization and are not feasible for the average user. Thus, a proven mid-fidelity capability
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that is computationally efficient is desired to aid in the engineering design process of these
multirotor vehicles.

As such, efforts have been underway to validate a methodology using GPU-accelerated
hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD to predict rotor performance throughout the full spectrum
of flight conditions and rotor flow states. The major developments of the CFD modeling
approach for analyzing both single and coaxial rotors are summarized, including the
development of a high-accuracy BEMT rotor model for coupling with CFD. Recent studies
quantifying airfoil performance table uncertainty are also presented.

In this work, the Rotorcraft CFD tool, RotCFD Version 0.9.15 (Beta) 402_K07a [74,75],
is used to validate the methodology through comparisons with a multirotor experimental
dataset obtained by the authors. The coaxial rotor system was tested in the NASA Langley
14- by 22-ft. Subsonic Tunnel Facility in support of the NASA Dragonfly mission [59]. This
work aims to characterize the hybrid BEMT-URANS methodology as a highly accurate
method for predicting steady rotor performance at a several order of magnitude lower
computational cost compared to conventional high-fidelity CFD approaches.

The RotCFD tool will be described in more detail in the CFD Software and Compu-
tational Resources section. Section 2 of this paper starts with a brief introduction to the
CFD tool and a description of its place among other common rotor performance prediction
methods. An approach for validating the methodology used and quantifying its accuracy
is then discussed. The experimental test setup is then briefly described in Section 3 by the
authors who obtained the data, followed by the CFD model setup in Section 4. A compar-
ison of the results from the CFD simulations and experimental testing is then presented
in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions for the applicability of this approach in multirotor
design and analysis are discussed in Section 4.

The objectives of this work are as follows:

1. Summarize major developments of a hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD methodology en-
abling fast multirotor performance predictions.

2. Validate this methodology by comparing single and coaxial CFD rotor performance
predictions to experimental data acquired in the NASA Langley 14- by 22-ft. Subsonic
Tunnel Facility. Document the effects of fully turbulent versus free-transition airfoil
tables on CFD rotor performance predictions using this approach.

3. Provide physical insight into the coaxial rotor flow physics as a function of the rotor
shaft angle (SA) from −90 degrees to +90 degrees, which is reported in increments of
15 degrees or less. Compare single versus coaxial rotor performance across a wide
range of flight conditions unique to stiff, variable-speed rotor operation.

2. Computational Methods
2.1. Rotorcraft Analysis Methods

The methods considered to analyze the aerodynamic performance of rotorcrafts need
to balance solution fidelity with computational cost. Several of these approaches are
summarized in Figure 1, as modified from Cornelius et al. [29]. At one end of the spectrum
are those methods that model the blades, which have simplifying assumptions enabling fast
simulations. Examples of blade-modeled approaches are actuator disk methods and Blade
Element Momentum Theory. These approaches are typically used for a preliminary design;
however, if the airfoil sectional properties are unknown, or in complex interactions, these
modeling methods may not have sufficient fidelity to generate a detailed design. At the
other end of the spectrum are blade-resolved approaches, which include blade-resolving
CFD methods such as time-accurate Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) and other
hybrid approaches. These approaches are referred to as blade-resolved methods because
they solve a form of the Navier–Stokes equations on the true rotor geometry. These high-
fidelity analysis methods directly accounting for the blade shape compute the rotor inflow
at a much higher computational cost, which, in some cases, can have a solution time of
several weeks on the world’s fastest supercomputers. In the middle of the chart is the hybrid
BEMT-URANS methodology. This approach combines a blade-modeled description of the
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rotors with a time-accurate CFD resolved flowfield to achieve accuracy and computational
demand suitable for engineering design. The focus of this work is to validate a multirotor
CFD methodology that combines the benefits from the two categories shown in Figure 1 to
achieve accurate rotor performance predictions in several orders of magnitude less time
than conventional blade-resolved CFD approaches. The approach allows for the capturing
of relevant aspects of the rotor system such as hub effects, rotor–rotor interactions, and the
full rotor inflow and wake.
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2.2. Hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD Methodology for Multirotor Systems

The RotCFD program is used to implement this hybrid BEMT-URANS methodology.
The program uses a BEMT rotor model interfaced with a finite-volume structured cartesian
grid system that uses implicit time integration to solve the incompressible URANS equa-
tions, a two-equation k-ϵ turbulence closure, and the SIMPLE-based solution method [76].
As compared to a lower-order blade-modeled approach with an inflow model, the URANS
flowfield allows for more accurate modeling of the rotor inflow and wake trajectory in
various flight conditions, as well as for the capturing of rotor–rotor and rotor–airframe
interactions. The BEMT rotor model and URANS grid system are interfaced together using
an actuator disk with distributed momentum sources. The URANS grid is used to calculate
inflow over the entire rotor disk, which is then passed to the BEMT rotor model for use
with C81 airfoil performance look-up tables. The BEMT model results are time-averaged
to further reduce computational cost but retain their spatial accuracy to capture things
such as retreating blade stall and advancing blade compressibility effects. The resulting
BEMT sectional forces are then applied back into the URANS flowfield through the dis-
tributed momentum sources in the actuator disk. This allows for the rotor performance to
be accurately modeled with a several orders of magnitude reduction in computational cost
compared to blade-resolved CFD.

To include additional geometry, such as rotor hubs or an airframe, tetrahedral body-
fitted cells can be implemented and have been used in the present work to model the wind-
tunnel test assembly. The refinement of these cells is not typically sufficient to develop the
boundary layer on any included geometry, so wall functions are used. Although boundary
layers are not typically modeled, RotCFD has been shown to accurately capture the bluff-
body aerodynamics critical for rotor–airframe interactions. Key information regarding the
tool and prior verification efforts are provided in the reference section [77,78].

2.3. GPU Acceleration and Computational Resources

One of the most novel parts of this work is the mass parallelization of the rotor
performance model on GPU-accelerated computers. RotCFD can be run using an open
multiprocessing (OpenMP)-based parallelization, which is similar to the conventional
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approach used in high-fidelity CFD to run simulations on many Central Processing Unit
(CPU) cores. Alternatively, it can be run using open computing language (OpenCL), which
takes advantage of both the computer’s CPU and its graphical processing unit (GPU). Both
the CPU and GPU implementations of RotCFD solve the same equations as previously
described, i.e., the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. Spatial discretization uses
finite volume with implicit time integration, a two-equation k-ϵ turbulence closure, and
the SIMPLE-based solution method.

GPU technology enables parallelizable mathematical problems to be completed several
orders of magnitude faster than they could be completed on the CPU. GPU acceleration
has not become widespread in blade-resolved CFD since the cell count is too large to
fit on a single GPU, and very costly slowdowns occur during communication between
GPUs and the CPU for a flow solution segmented across multiple GPUs. With the current
proposed methodology of using a blade-modeled description of the rotor in a CFD resolved
flowfield, however, the speed benefit achieved through GPU acceleration is roughly an
order of magnitude faster than running the same simulation in OpenMP. The exact speedup
depends on many factors such as CPU and GPU specifications. In general, however, the
OpenCL capability allows substantially complex CFD simulations to be completed on
a GPU-equipped desktop computer or even a GPU-equipped laptop in hours instead
of days (or weeks). The program’s exploitation of GPU computing for rotorcraft CFD
was recently investigated and reported by Rajagopalan et al. [79], who showed sampled
full-vehicle simulations and the relative performance of several GPU cards in running
those simulations. The present work developed an optimized GPU acceleration scripting
for the hybrid BEMT-URANS methodology to attain a two orders of magnitude speedup
compared to running the same simulation in OpenMP. The details of this GPU scripting
and performance were recently documented by Cornelius and Schmitz [80], so only a brief
overview will be provided here.

This study used two different GPU accelerators: an NVIDIA GTX 1060 (6 GB) and
an NVIDIA RTX 3080-Ti. The workstation that uses the 3080-Ti, which was the fastest
commercially available GPU when the simulations were run, and an AMD Threadripper
3960X 24-core CPU completes these coaxial rotor CFD simulations at 2.5 times the rate of an
approximately 1500-processor computing cluster built within the Penn State Department
of Aerospace Engineering in 2016. This further highlights the potential performance of
a single GPU-accelerated workstation. The computing architecture allows for large CFD
performance tables to be generated for various activities. One such activity is a look-up
table of rotor performance to be used in the development of closed-loop simulations for
flight controllers and Monte Carlo simulations for the associated uncertainty quantification.
This methodology provides a suitable level of accuracy for the needs of this application
while also having a low enough computational cost to have completed an 800-flight-
condition three-dimensional URANS coaxial rotor CFD table in 1.5 months on a single
GPU-accelerated workstation. Figure 2 is a visual of the variables parametrized in the
large CFD rotor performance table, resulting in several hundred to several thousand
flight conditions.

Increased parametrization through side-slip and other factors highlights the ongoing
need for further advances in GPU computing and related computational cost reductions.
Such a table could not feasibly be completed in a reasonable amount of time using current
conventional blade-resolved CFD approaches. Further research has been conducted on
both the hardware and software side of creating and operating these GPU-accelerated
workstations to further parallelize the modeling approach. Thousands of these cases can
now be completed per month, which has been documented by Cornelius and Schmitz [81].
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2.4. Validation and Uncertainty Quantification

The purpose of this paper is to validate a hybrid approach using a blade-modeled
description of rotors in a URANS flowfield for time-averaged rotor performance predictions
such as thrust, power, and torque of a coaxial rotor system. To achieve this end, the authors
looked for a methodology that would accomplish that goal while also quantifying the
associated uncertainties within the data. A standard AIAA approach was used based
on that explained by Yeo for verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification of
CFD [81].

The process starts with quantifying the uncertainty of the computational model, which
includes physical modeling errors, discretization errors, and convergence or round-off
errors, i.e., mathematical errors tied to the simulation results. The simulation error includes
the modeling error, numerical error, and input error.

δsim = δmodel + δnumerical + δinput (1)

The validation error, E%, is used to quantify the difference between the computational
result, S, and the experimental result, D.

E% =
S − D

D
=

δsim − δexp

δexp
(2)

Combining (1) and (2), and rearranging the result gives an expression for the model
error, which is the combined error of the model trying to predict the real-world answer. It
accounts for both the simulation and experimental uncertainties.

δmodel = E%δexp −
(
δnumerical + δinput − δexp

)
(3)

In Equation (3), the validation error E% is the only known quantity. The errors on the
right-hand side of the equation must be estimated. The validation standard uncertainty
equation is introduced as the root sum of squares of the estimated uncertainty values from
the right-hand side of Equation (3).

uval =
√

u2
numerical + u2

input + u2
exp (4)
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The numerical uncertainty encompasses discretization errors, iterative errors, and
round-off errors. Typically, the iterative and round-off errors are several orders of magni-
tude lower than the discretization errors, so the numerical uncertainty can be found through
grid refinement studies. The input uncertainty includes uncertainties in parameter values
such as air density, rotor speed in rotations per minute (RPM), wind speed, and airfoil
performance look-up table values. If the computational model accuracy is being defined
for a specific condition where these parameters are known, then those contributions to the
input uncertainty become zero. In the present work, the input uncertainty is comprised of
only the uncertainty from the prediction of airfoil performance since the simulations were
re-run with the NASA measured wind-tunnel conditions from the time of testing. This
removed any discrepancy between the CFD values and the actual experimental values for
wind-tunnel properties. Experimental uncertainty, expressed by Equation (5), includes the
repeatability uncertainty, measurement uncertainty, and input uncertainty, where input
uncertainty can be the measured versus the actual wind-tunnel velocity, RPM, or environ-
mental uncertainties such as temperature, pressure, and density. These various uncertainty
values are accounted for in this work and are documented throughout the paper.

uexp =
√

u2
repeatability + u2

measurement + u2
input (5)

To obtain the final model accuracy, the values in Equations (2), (4), and (5) must be
either solved for or approximated. The input uncertainty, or airfoil table performance
uncertainty, from Equation (4), is documented in Section 4.3, C81 Airfoil Table Generation.
Numerical uncertainty, from the same equation, is tabulated in Section 4.4. The most
common approach for using these values is placing the experimental uncertainty from
Equation (5) as error bars on the experimental data. The validation standard uncertainties
from Equation (4), however, could also be applied to the simulation data as error bars
including errors in both the simulation itself and the experimental measurement uncertain-
ties, which shows the simulation predictions and error bars with respect to the real value.
The conventional approach of applying the experimental uncertainties in the comparisons
is used.

3. Experimental Test Setup

The experimental test setup of the coaxial rotor test stand is shown in the NASA
Langley 14- by 22-ft. Subsonic Tunnel Facility in Figure 3 along with a schematic of the test
stand. The motors (KDE8218XF-120) and rotors (KDE-CF305-DP, schematic in Figure 4)
are commercial off-the-shelf products and were procured from KDE [82]. The method
used to control the rotors with a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal is referred to as
throttle control, which is reported by KDE on a percent scale from 0% to 100%. Each throttle
position roughly corresponds to a specific RPM, but the resulting RPM can be slightly
different based on a given wind-tunnel test condition and the instantaneous torque on the
motors. The throttle settings used in the wind-tunnel test were 25, 50, 75, and 90%, which
loosely correspond to about 1600, 2880, 3900, and 4515 RPM depending on the wind-tunnel
test condition. Relevant parameters defining the basic coaxial rotor setup and operational
conditions are included in Table 1.

ATI load cells [83] placed below each motor were used to record the three forces and
three moments for each rotor versus time. Load cell range and resolution are reported
in Table 2. The motors were instrumented with optical sensors to record blade phasing
between the two rotors. The optical sensors also provided data to quantify the rotor RPM
by calculating the fast Fourier Transform of the recorded square-wave time signal. All of
the measurements were conducted at a sampling rate of 5 kHz, collecting 15,000 samples
during each reading event. MATLAB R2021a was used to acquire the three forces and
three moments for each rotor, blade passing signals, and load cell temperature signals.
To obtain rotor performance values to compare with CFD, a moving average approach
was used. A sensitivity study was conducted to determine the best size for the moving
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average calculation since the number of samples used in the moving average affects both
the resulting thrust value and the associated standard deviation. One-quarter of a second,
or 1250 samples, was chosen as a balance across all rotor speeds between obtaining low
uncertainty from the moving averaging while still having several samples of the averaged
data throughout the three-second time history to capture low-frequency variations due
to unsteady flow conditions. This was incorporated into the experimental measurement
uncertainty in Equation (5). The standard deviation dropped from 3.3 N at 50 samples to
0.5 N at 1250 samples. Post-processing of the data also revealed an increasing experimental
uncertainty in descent conditions, with the maximum as high as 15%.
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Table 1. Coaxial rotor system parameters.

Variable, Units (if Applicable) Value

Diameter (D), in 30.5
Inter-Rotor Spacing, in D/3

RPM Range ~1600–4515
Cut-Out Radius, r/R 0.117

Reynolds Range at 25% R (thousands) 65–180
Mach Range at 25% R 0.05–0.13
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable, Units (if Applicable) Value

Reynolds Range at 75% R (thousands) 162–441
Mach Range at 75% R 0.15–0.40

Table 2. ATI delta transducer with SI-660-60 calibration (US-150-600) [83].

Fx, Fy Fz Tx, Ty Tz Fx, Fy Fz Tx, Ty Tz

667 N
(150 lbf)

2000 N
(450 lbf)

67.8 N-m
(600 lbf-in)

67.8 N-m
(600 lbf-in)

0.14 N
(1/32 lbf)

0.28 N
(1/16 lbf)

0.011 N-m
(3/32 lbf-in)

0.007 N-m
(1/16 lbf-in)

Sensing Ranges Resolution

4. CFD Model Setup

This section details the CFD methodology developed from verifying the rotor ge-
ometry through the grid resolution studies, culminating in a resolution appropriate for
a blade-modeled approach. Scanning of the KDE rotor will first be discussed along with
comparisons with the CAD model provided by KDE. The discretization of the rotor blade
into airfoil table stations, which must be precisely done to maximize the accuracy of the
blade-modeled solution, will then be shown. Next, the process of generating the airfoil
tables will be detailed. Finally, the RotCFD model rotor parameters, hub geometry, and
grid refinement study will be discussed.

4.1. Rotor Geometry Verification

As previously mentioned, the experiment used two KDE 30.5” rotors. To verify the
KDE-provided CAD geometry of the blades, both blades from a single rotor were scanned
at JHU/APL using a Hexagon RS-6 laser scanner attached to an Absolute Arm 7-axis
articulated arm. The arm and scanner combination provides a measurement resolution of
6 µm and an accuracy of 43 µm across the airfoil. The digital data obtained from the scan
were used to create a point cloud that could then be compared to the original CAD model
shown in Figure 5a below. The point cloud and CAD model were compared using 3D
systems Geomagic Control X inspection software Version 2022.1.0. The Geomagic Control
X output is a color map rendered from the airfoil showing the deviation in the measured
hardware and the CAD file. An example of this color map for the lower surface of blade 1
is shown in Figure 5b. The deviations presented in Figure 5b range from zero shown in
green to a maximum deviation of 0.9 mm shown in red. This was the maximum measured
deviation for the rotor blades. Cross sectional comparisons of the CAD model and scanned
geometry were also performed and further verified the accuracy of the manufactured blade.
These comparisons are not shown here due to the proprietary nature of the KDE blade
geometry. This gave confidence that the CAD model could be used to discretize the blade
into appropriate airfoil tables based on the airfoil, Reynolds number, and Mach number
distributions along the blade. This procedure is discussed in the following section.
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4.2. Blade Discretization into Radial Stations for the Airfoil Look-Up Tables

The next step after verifying the CAD model geometry was to discretize the blade into
radial stations based on the airfoil distribution and the variation in Reynolds number and
Mach number with the radial location, r/R, following the approach by Koning et al. [57].
The stations are used to generate C81 airfoil performance look-up table inputs used in
RotCFD to calculate the momentum source strength at each location on the rotor disk. This
step of discretizing the rotor blade into stations is essential due to the high variations in the
blade performance radially. This variation is dependent on the local airfoil shape, the local
Reynolds number, and the local Mach number.

Since the azimuthally and radially discretized rotor grid interface between the BEMT
rotor model and the structured URANS solver has approximately 10,000 momentum source
locations, the radial discretization of the C81 look-up tables is typically the coarsest part
when compared to the cartesian grid or rotor grid. It is therefore advantageous to use as
refined a blade discretization as possible to improve the accuracy of this blade-modeled
approach. For small-scale rotors typical of UAM applications, such as the KDE rotor used in
this study, the radial deviation in blade performance characteristics based on these factors
can be quite significant. For example, the Reynolds number for this rotor ranges from
below 100,000 near the root up to nearly 500,000 at the 75% radial location for the highest
throttle setting used. The local Mach number range covers from less than 0.1 up to as
high as 0.55. Although the blade tip Mach number can reach as high as 0.55, the inflow
and wake velocities in the URANS flowfield remain below a Mach number of 0.25, and
thus, the simulation is solved using the incompressible URANS equations. The ARC2D
two-dimensional airfoil CFD look-up tables used in the calculation of momentum sources
for the rotors, however, do capture compressibility effects and show notably different
characteristics at different operating points within these Mach and Reynolds number
ranges, which is discussed further in Section 4.3. This means that compressibility effects of
high Mach flow over the rotor blade are accurately accounted for.

The discretization is shown below in Figure 6 and includes a total of ten radial stations.
Blade cross sections were analyzed every 6.35 mm (0.25 in) to identify the blade’s airfoils.
Five different airfoils were identified and are labeled with approximate locations in the
figure. Radial stations using the same airfoil are grouped together to increase figure
legibility but are still separate in practice to account for the radially varying Mach and
Reynolds numbers even for the same airfoil section.
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4.3. C81 Airfoil Table Generation

Following the discretization of the rotor blade into ten radial stations, an airfoil
performance table was generated for each station. A two-dimensional compressible CFD
solver, C81 Generator, was used for this step. The C81 program is a wrapper for the
two-dimensional thin-layer Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes CFD solver, ARC2D, which
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was developed by the U.S. Army’s Rotorcraft Group and is currently supported by Sukra
Helitek, Inc., Ames, IA, USA [84]. The C81 Generator program contains the entire workflow
from airfoil specification, or airfoil geometry import, through to the analysis and exportation
of the airfoil performance versus the angle of attack as a function of the Reynolds number
and Mach number.

The program was run as fully turbulent using an algebraic mixing length turbulence
model along with a thin-layer approximation for turbulent flows [85]. The Reynolds number
ranges analyzed in this paper would not typically be considered fully turbulent and the
resulting impact of this assumption must be carefully assessed. Several factors indicate
that this particular rotor configuration is likely to have near fully turbulent rotor blade
operation, including the chaotic flowfield of two rotors operating in close proximity to each
other. Several other factors causing laminar to turbulent transition are also suspected here.

The uncertainty associated with this fully turbulent vs. free-transition airfoil per-
formance assumption, which corresponds to the input uncertainty from Equation (4) as
described in Section 2.4, was found by comparing the results from identical simulations
with the exception that one set used the aforementioned fully turbulent C81 tables, while
the second set used lower-order free-transition airfoil tables. These free-transition airfoil
tables were generated using the MIT-XFOIL tool [86]. A second set of free-transition airfoil
tables was also created with the MIT-MSES multielement airfoil design and analysis system
that predicts airfoil lift and drag coefficients through solving the Euler equations [87] to
build confidence in the lower-order free-transition airfoil performance data. An example
of lift curve slopes for the fully turbulent vs. free-transition airfoil performance data is
included in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Fully turbulent vs. free-transition airfoil performance comparison: M = 0.38; Re = 446 k.
(a) Lift coefficient vs. angle of attack. (b) Drag coefficient vs. angle of attack.

The results from flight conditions such as climb, forward flight, and descent were
compared. The maximum uncertainty values were calculated for the various rotor perfor-
mance metrics as the percentage difference between the fully turbulent and free-transition
results, and are summarized below in Table 3. Although the airfoil drag coefficient increases
sharply with a fully turbulent assumption, the input uncertainty in the predicted torque is
small since the profile power, which is the portion affected by a drag coefficient increase, is
roughly one-fifth of this rotor’s total power. The observed decrease in thrust also reduces
the rotor-induced power, so the predicted torque is almost unaffected by the fully turbulent
vs. free-transition assumption.
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Table 3. Fully turbulent vs. free-transition airfoil deck input uncertainty.

(Turbulent Free)/Free Upper Rotor
Thrust

Upper Rotor
Torque

Lower Rotor
Thrust

Lower Rotor
Torque

Forward Flight, SA = −15 deg −3.6% 0.7% −3.5% −1.0%
Climb, SA = −75 deg −4.1% −0.1% −4.0% −2.4%
Descent, SA = 90 deg −3.4% 1.5% −3.5% −0.7%

Maximum Uncertainty −4.1% 1.5% −4.0% −2.4%

The best practices of C81 table creation will now be briefly described. A structured
airfoil-fitted O-grid was chosen for this study to best model a blunt trailing-edge airfoil,
which was a good representation of the manufactured blade. The airfoil grid can be seen
in Figure 8a. The blunt trailing edge has two distinct corners, as depicted in Figure 8b. A
grid refinement study was carried out following the procedure specified by Koning [57,58]
to determine the appropriate number of periodic and normal cells. The simulation was
run with 301 wrap-around points on the airfoil (i.e., 150 cells on both the upper and
lower surface), 201 normal points, and 20 cells covering the blunt trailing edge, or the
space between the upper and lower surface. Comparisons were made for completeness
between this blunt trailing-edge grid and one with a rounded trailing edge, which is
another choice when using the program’s O-grid. The rounded trailing edge required three
times the number of total cells to reach grid refinement convergence and resulted in airfoil
performance similar to the blunt trailing-edge grid, so the blunt trailing-edge grid was
used. The solver automatically switches to a time-accurate approach if convergence has
not been reached in a specified number of steps, if periodicity is detected in the output, or
if the absolute value of the angle of attack is greater than ten degrees.
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Figure 8. C81 grid generation of a KDE airfoil section. (a) Structured airfoil-fitted O-grid; (b) close-up
of blunt trailing-edge grid.

The C81 Generator simulations were run from an angle of attack from −20 to
+20 degrees. Outside this range, the airfoil tables use NACA 0012 experimental data
at the appropriate Reynolds number as an approximation of airfoil performance beyond
stall, where the airfoil performs practically as a flat plate [88]. Blending the airfoil per-
formance parameters from the C81 data with the 0012 data was carried out using the
Viterna–Corrigan correction, which is based on an empirical approach for extrapolating
post-stall sectional airfoil performance based on the flat-plate theory and the rotor dimen-
sions [89,90]. An example of the sectional lift coefficient and drag coefficient versus angle
of attack can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Lift and drag vs. angle of attack for station 8: Re = 426 k; M = 0.43. (a) Lift coefficient vs.
angle of attack; (b) drag coefficient vs. angle of attack.

The plots are again generically referenced in deference to the proprietary KDE rotor
information. Accurately modeling the airfoil performance at the extreme values of around
+/−180 degrees is important for capturing the proper aerodynamics in the reversed-flow
region of the non-articulated rotor in edgewise flight. The simulation results rely heavily on
these airfoil performance input decks, so careful consideration was used to create them and
ensure a realistic representation of the airfoil performance across all possible conditions.

Although the sample C81 data in Figure 9 only represent a single Reynolds number
and Mach number combination, each station was run at four combinations of Reynolds
number and Mach number to account for the operational range of RPMs that was used
in the experimental testing. The effects on the lift and drag coefficients that are observed
with changing Mach number and Reynolds number for a given airfoil can be observed in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Lift and drag vs. angle of attack for station 9 at two (Re and Mach) combinations. (a) Lift
coefficient vs. angle of attack; (b) drag coefficient vs. angle of attack.

4.4. RotCFD Model Creation

Hub geometry for the RotCFD model was created in SolidWorks and was meant to
accurately capture the shape of the hub, motors, load cells, and sting mount. A sensitivity
study was carried out to determine the effects of hub geometry fidelity, and the rotor perfor-
mance results were found to be insensitive to fine details in the geometry. A representative
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geometry was thus used that captures the general shapes and contours of the assembly
for blockage effects. This geometry was combined with the rotor models to create the full
model. The chord and twist distributions obtained from the rotor CAD model, as well as
the C81 tables that have already been discussed, were added as inputs to finish the rotor
model. Front and side views of the RotCFD model are shown in Figure 11a and Figure 11b,
respectively.
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Figure 11. Pictures of the RotCFD model and grid for the KDE 30.5” rotor. (a) Model front view;
(b) model side view; (c) rotor and grid.

The near-body flowfield grid, from the view that will be used for flow visualizations
in this work, is shown in Figure 11c. The included rotors are for illustration purposes
only. RotCFD uses body-fitted tetrahedral cells to conform the grid to the hub geometry,
as can be seen in the figure. The far-field boundary is located 20 rotor diameters away
from the model. Grid refinement studies were carried out to determine the grid resolution
required to minimize the discretization uncertainty in the CFD result. The highest refine-
ment level is held constant throughout the region including the rotors and hub geometry,
which maintains a consistent grid for rotor–rotor interaction and interference with the hub
geometry. This refinement region extends beyond the rotors far enough to ensure smooth
pressure contours at the junction between this highest refinement level and the subsequent
one. Increasing the final grid cell count by 250% resulted in changes of less than 1% in
hover to the upper rotor thrust and power and the lower rotor thrust. The change in lower
rotor power was the largest at 2.6% in hover. At an advance ratio of 0.06 relative to the
wind-tunnel forward-flight testing, the changes in the upper rotor were again below 1%,
and the lower rotor thrust and power were within 3.25% for the grid used compared to the
further refined one.

These values represent the numerical uncertainty from Equation (4) for the upper
and lower rotors, and the maximum values from the hover and forward flight studies are
summarized in Table 4. The changes to the lower rotor performance with cell count increase
are likely due to the higher resolution tracking of the upper rotor wake contraction into the
lower rotor. The authors accepted that this CFD uncertainty would have a lower simulation
time that would be manageable for running the several hundred cases required for the
coaxial rotor performance matrix. The final model grid has approximately 350,000 cells,
which is two to three orders of magnitude less than those of conventional blade-resolved
CFD. This is one of the greatest advantages of the hybrid BEMT URANS methodology: the
flow physics relevant for steady rotor performance predictions can be accurately modeled
without resolving the boundary layer aerodynamics, as is done in conventional blade-
resolved CFD. As stated previously, this large reduction in grid cell count allows for
massive parallelization of the modeling approach on GPU-accelerated machines, resulting
in several orders of magnitude speed increases.
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Table 4. Summary of numerical uncertainties—CFD discretization uncertainty.

Metric Upper Rotor
Thrust

Upper Rotor
Torque

Lower Rotor
Thrust

Lower Rotor
Torque

Maximum Numerical
Uncertainty 1.0% 1.0% 3.3% 3.3%

5. Results

The results are presented first with a discussion of the experimental data. Comparisons
are then made between experimental data and the CFD predictions, along with conclusions
being drawn from those comparisons. Finally, a section covering the results from the
descent is presented.

5.1. Discussion of the Experimental Data

The experimental data were measured at 5 kHz. The measured time histories have
large fluctuations that were due to various factors including rotor–rotor interaction, test
stand vibrations, and unsteady flow conditions. To obtain rotor performance values to
compare with those of CFD, a moving average approach was used. A sensitivity study
was conducted to determine the best size for the moving average calculation since the
number of samples used in the moving average affects both the resulting thrust value and
the associated standard deviation. One-quarter of second, or 1250 samples, was chosen
as a balance across all rotor speeds between obtaining low uncertainty from the moving
averaging while still having several samples of the averaged data throughout the three-
second time history to capture low-frequency variations due to unsteady flow conditions.
This was incorporated into the experimental measurement uncertainty from Equation (5).
The standard deviation dropped from 3.3 N at 50 samples to 0.5 N at 1250 samples; a
sample size of 50 represents 0.65 revolutions at the 75% throttle setting, while 1250 samples
represent 16 revolutions. The averaged thrust value was relatively insensitive to the number
of samples, but the standard deviation dropped rapidly from an initially high value. Post-
processing of the data also revealed an increasing experimental uncertainty in descent
conditions, with the maximum as high as 15%.

5.2. Comparison of the Experimental Data to RotCFD Predictions

After the rotor thrust and torque were post-processed, they were overlaid with the
CFD results as a function of both rotor shaft angle and throttle setting. Shaft angle, SA, is
defined as the angle between the free-stream wind-tunnel velocity and the coaxial rotor
system’s tip-path plane. In Figure 12, a red dot is placed on the upper rotor of the coaxial
configuration. For single rotor experimental runs and CFD simulations, the lower rotor
was removed.
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Figure 12. Definition of shaft angle. (a) Axial climb (SA = −90 deg); (b) edgewise (SA = 0 deg);
(c) axial descent (SA = 90 deg). Red dot signifies upper rotor.
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5.2.1. Single Rotor: Free-Transition vs. Fully Turbulent Airfoil Tables

The results are first presented comparing the single rotor performance of the experi-
mental data with both the free-transition and fully turbulent airfoil performance assump-
tions. Figure 13 depicts the single rotor thrust and torque comparisons for a wind-tunnel
velocity of 3.81 m/s over the full range of shaft angles. Three throttle conditions are
included on each chart, which are the 25%, 50%, and 75% throttle settings that loosely
correspond to about 1600, 2880, and 3900 RPM depending on the wind-tunnel condition.
The charts compare the experimental data to the CFD results using either a free-transition
‘Free’ or fully turbulent ‘C81’ assumption of airfoil performance.
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Figure 13. Single rotor thrust and torque of free-transition vs. fully turbulent airfoil tables, V = 3.81 m/s.
(a) Thrust. (b) Torque.

Figure 14 plots the same information, but for 7.62 m/s. The charts represent
36 experimental test conditions and 72 CFD simulations of the single rotor configuration.
For most cases, the fully turbulent airfoil performance tables provide better correlation with
the experimental thrust data. The results for the torque comparisons are less consistent in
terms of a trend, which indicates that the impact on torque of the decreased drag coefficient
for the free-transition airfoil tables is negated by the increase in rotor thrust associated
with the steeper lift curve slope. Since thrust is thus the more sensitive parameter, the fully
turbulent C81 airfoil performance tables are deemed the better fit to the experimental data
and the better representation of the flow physics. This result could be counter-intuitive
since the low Reynolds numbers would suggest some portion of the airfoil chord to be
experiencing laminar flow. The complex flow conditions, however, of this small-scale, high
tip-speed rotor system could be responsible for early transition and one explanation as to
why the fully turbulent airfoil performance tables correlate better with the experimental
data than the free-transition tables do.

Of special note when viewing these charts is that the experimental uncertainty values
increase when moving to the higher shaft angles, which are representative of descent
conditions. The primary conclusion is that the complex flowfields of the vortex ring state
(VRS), turbulent wake state (TWS), and windmill brake state (WBS) create challenging
test conditions in the wind tunnel. Still, the average deltas are within 4% for both thrust
and torque. Table 5 further summarizes the deltas of the simulations of the experimental
data by flight condition. For the C81 fully turbulent airfoil tables, climb conditions have
the largest thrust discrepancy at 6% (over-predicted) and the descent conditions have the
largest torque discrepancies at −5.5% (under-predicted). The average torque delta of the
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free-transition model is lower, but the corresponding average thrust delta is much higher at
9.5%. In this work, thrust is typically deemed the more important parameter for reducing
prediction uncertainty, so the C81 fully turbulent tables are again identified as the better fit
to the data.
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Figure 14. Single rotor thrust and torque of free-transition vs. fully turbulent airfoil tables, V = 7.62 m/s.
(a) Thrust. (b) Torque.

Table 5. Single rotor comparisons with experimental data for ‘C81’ (fully turbulent) and ‘Free’
(free-transition) airfoil performance tables.

Flight Condition C81 Thrust C81 Torque Free Thrust Free Torque

Total 3.6% −3.9% 9.5% −0.5%
Climb 6% −3.5% 12.6% −0.2%

Edgewise 2.2% −0.8% 7.6% 2.7%
Descent 1.8% −5.5% 7.1% −1.9%

5.2.2. Coaxial Rotor: Free-Transition vs. Fully Turbulent Airfoil Tables

This section begins with a similar analysis comparing rotor performance predictions
of the coaxial rotor system with experimental data when using free-transition versus fully
turbulent airfoil tables. Simulation results are then presented in the subsequent section
comparing rotor performance predictions of the single rotor model to both the upper and
lower rotors of the coaxial model versus shaft angle.

A similar analysis comparing the CFD rotor performance predictions using both
free-transition and fully turbulent airfoil tables to the experimental data was conducted.
The results are reported in Figure 15a for the combined coaxial rotor thrust. The upper
and lower rotor torques are compared separately in Figure 15b, where the upper rotor
torque values are negative and the lower rotor torque values are positive due to the sign
convention of the rotation directions. These data for the coaxial rotor system are at a
wind-tunnel velocity of 6.1 m/s, compared to the single rotor cases at 3.81 and 7.62 m/s.
Only simulations of the 25% and 75% throttle conditions were completed and are plotted
in the figure against the corresponding experimental data.
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Figure 15. Coaxial rotor thrust and torque of free-transition vs. fully turbulent airfoil tables, V = 6.1 m/s.
(a) Thrust, (b) Torque.

The trends of the free-transition versus fully turbulent simulations are the same as
for the single rotor cases. The free-transition airfoil performance tables still have the same
higher lift curve slopes, which results in a higher thrust coefficient and thrust value when
all other settings are held constant. This is explained by the relationship between thrust
coefficient and average rotor lift coefficient. Of special interest in Figure 15a is the reversal
of the trends for ‘C81 25’ versus ‘Free 25’ in a high rate of descent, i.e., for shaft angles
between 45 and 90 degrees. At the low Reynolds numbers associated with this rotor, the
fully turbulent airfoil performance keeps the boundary layer attached to the airfoil until
higher angles of attack are reached, as compared to the free-transition performance. This
combination of low rotor speed and a high rate of descent along with the observed reversal
in the trend of predicted thrust indicates that the lower rotor is approaching stall in this
region, and thus, the free-transition airfoil tables would have a lower airfoil lift coefficient.

Comparisons of predicted torque with the experimental data were also made. The
trends were consistent with the single rotor analyses in that the free-transition simulations
predict an overall higher magnitude of rotor torque. Again, this is because the free-transition
simulations are producing more thrust (except for beyond stall in high shaft-angle descent
conditions), which results in higher induced power (hence torque) and drives the result.
The torque predictions for all simulations are over-predicted, with the fully turbulent
predictions consistently providing a better correlation with the experimental data.

The coaxial rotor thrust comparisons are summarized in Table 6. The average coaxial
rotor thrust delta is 1.4% across all conditions for the fully turbulent simulations, which is
in line with the single rotor results. The coaxial rotor power is also in better agreement with
the fully turbulent simulations, which confirms the C81 model with the fully turbulent
airfoil performance assumption as the better fit.

Table 6. Combined Coaxial rotor comparisons to experimental data for ‘C81’ (fully turbulent) and
‘Free’ (free-transition) airfoil performance tables.

Flight Condition C81 Thrust C81 Torque Free Thrust Free Torque

Total 1.4% 4.5% 3.0% 7.9%
Climb 2.3% 2.8% 7.4% 7.1%

Edgewise 0.0% 4.9% 3.5% 11.5%
Descent 2.0% 5.1% 0.4% 7.8%
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Returning to the uncertainty analysis discussed in Section 2.4, the experimental uncer-
tainty for various flight conditions is reported in Table 7. The lower rotor thrust has the
highest experimental uncertainty at 14.7% for descent conditions.

Table 7. Summary of total experimental uncertainties.

Upper Rotor
Thrust

Upper Rotor
Torque

Lower Rotor
Thrust

Lower Rotor
Torque

Hover 5.7% 4.4% 12.0% 8.0%
Forward Flight, SA = −5, −15 deg 5.7% 4.4% 12.0% 8.0%

Axial Climb, SA = −90 deg 5.7% 4.4% 12.0% 7.9%
Descent, SA = 85, 90 deg 7.2% 5.3% 14.7% 10.2%

The test program had several descent cases to capture the unsteady rotor behavior in
these conditions, and as such, the deltas from that segment dominate the average deltas
reported across all flight conditions. The calculated experimental uncertainties often have
some minimum value, which is set by the repeatability uncertainty within the experimental
uncertainty root sum of squares calculation. The repeatability uncertainty for each metric
was generated by averaging the discrepancies across all of the 25% throttle repeat points.
This single averaged value was used as the repeatability uncertainty across all of the re-
spective cases and was the driver of the total experimental uncertainty. It was discovered
that using this low thrust and torque condition, i.e., 25% throttle, for the repeat runs led to
the absolute magnitude of the experimental errors being a larger total percentage of the
measured values. It would be beneficial to use a higher throttle setting for this repeatability
measurement in the future, such as the 75% throttle condition, to decrease the percent-
age repeatability uncertainty and thus the total experimental uncertainty. Alternatively,
multiple repeat data points could be obtained to characterize the repeatability uncertainty
separately for each throttle setting and for different portions of the test matrix, such as
forward flight, climb, and descent.

5.2.3. Single vs. Coaxial Rotor: Fully Turbulent Airfoil Tables

Since the previously reported single rotor and coaxial rotor test conditions were not
acquired at the same wind-tunnel speeds, the results are best as non-dimensionalized using
the rotor thrust coefficient equation defined in the nomenclature to compare between the
two configurations. Within each wind-tunnel sweep and throttle grouping, the method of
controlling rotor speed with throttle also leads to some deviation in the rotor RPM as a
function of the wind-tunnel test condition. Non-dimensionalizing the thrust coefficients
helps to remove these discrepancies. Here, the comparisons are shown as a function of
shaft angle to highlight the differences based on flight condition, i.e., climb, edgewise flight,
and descent.

The predicted single and coaxial rotor thrust coefficients at the 75% throttle setting
are plotted in Figure 16a as a function of shaft angle. The same data at the 25% throttle
setting are included in Figure 16b. The predictions are from the RotCFD models using
the fully turbulent airfoil performance tables, which are used for the remainder of this
discussion. The single rotor data (dashed light-gray line) are simulations of both the upper
rotor removed and the lower rotor removed. These single rotor performance predictions
differ slightly from one another due to the interaction of the sting arm being either ahead of
or behind the rotor. Of special interest is that the single rotor data closely approximate the
upper rotor performance of the coaxial rotor system. This is very apparent in Figure 16a for
forward-flight conditions (SA = −30 to 0 deg) where the rotor–rotor interaction is small
and the upper rotor in the coaxial configuration mostly encounters undisturbed inflow. For
steep climb conditions (SA = −90 to −45 deg), the single rotor predicted thrust coefficient
is a bit higher than that of the coaxial upper rotor. This is likely due to the fact that in a
climb condition, the wake skew angle is small and the rotor–rotor interaction is high. Thus,
the upper rotor in these conditions is affected by the presence of the lower rotor.
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Figure 16. Single and coaxial rotor thrust coefficient vs. shaft angle. (a) 75% throttle; (b) 25% throttle.

What is more interesting, however, is this comparison for other flight conditions such
as descent, which corresponds to shaft angles of +5 deg and greater, with axial descent at
+90 deg. Depending on the throttle setting and flight speed, the lower rotor can exhibit
blockage effects on the upper rotor and lead to large rotor–rotor interactions that affect each
rotor’s performance. For the 75% throttle condition shown in Figure 16a, however, the ratio
of induced velocity to flight speed is large enough that even the descent conditions do not
cause abrupt shifts in the thrust coefficient. For this case, the single rotor performance is still
a good predictor of the coaxial rotor’s upper rotor performance even in descent conditions.

The lower induced velocity of the 25% throttle condition at the same wind-tunnel
speeds results in the rotor performance being affected much more by the oncoming wind-
tunnel flow. The degree to which the flow affects the rotor performance is a function of
the rotor shaft angle, which determines the individual rotor wake skew angle and the
magnitude of the wind-tunnel flow velocity normal to the rotor disk. In climb conditions
(SA= −90 to −30 deg), the flow normal to the rotor disk acts to reduce the thrust coefficient
for all cases. For forward-flight and edgewise cases (SA = −25 to 0 deg), the oncoming
wind-tunnel velocity clears the upper rotor wake from the lower rotor, i.e., a large wake
skew angle. This results in minimal rotor–rotor interaction and all three rotors having
similar behavior. As descent conditions are approached (SA = +15 to +45 deg), the single
and coaxial rotor systems are affected by VRS conditions in two very different ways.

VRS is a known phenomenon that is well documented for rotorcrafts by Leishman
et al., Johnson, Brand et al., and Brown [91–94]. Coaxial rotor systems, however, have
been studied much less in VRS conditions. Cornelius et al. and Kinzel et al. [29,50]
documented some computational findings from a coaxial rotor system in and around VRS.
The conclusion was that a coaxial rotor system may benefit from a sort of ‘VRS shielding’
as the lower rotor delays the upper rotor’s loss of thrust to a higher descent speed. This is
observed again in this work and confirms prior findings.

Of special note is that the lower rotor in Figure 16b is highly affected by VRS conditions,
while the upper rotor’s VRS effects are delayed until a higher shaft angle is reached, which
can be thought of as a higher rate of descent if considering flow normal to the rotor disk.
The VRS effects on the coaxial lower rotor are noticed in the very early stages of descent,
at which point the slope of the thrust coefficient vs. shaft angle reverses direction when
the descent rate becomes high enough to entrain the wake. At still higher shaft angles
approaching axial descent (SA = 60 to 90 deg), the lower rotor thrust coefficient begins again
trending upward, signifying a cross over into the turbulent wake state and stalled rotor
performance. These observations are also in agreement with the experimental uncertainties,
which increase in the descent conditions due to the unsteadiness of VRS-type conditions.
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For the 25% throttle condition, the single rotor performance initially tracks closely
with the upper rotor of the coaxial configuration. At higher shaft angles, however, the
two start to differ. For this combination of wind-tunnel velocity and throttle setting, the
single rotor achieves a higher thrust coefficient in the early stages of descent (SA = 0 to
+30 deg), which can be attributed to the fact that there is no lower rotor shielding it from
the oncoming flow. As the shaft angle increases, which can be thought of as higher rates of
descent for a fixed speed, the thrust coefficient changes trend at +30 deg. This indicates the
onset of the VRS effects at a lower shaft angle, or a lower rate of descent, as compared to
the upper rotor of the coaxial configuration with a notable change in trend at +60 deg.

5.3. Axial Descent and Continued Discussion on the Vortex Ring State

To explore this ‘VRS shielding’ phenomenon more deeply, the coaxial rotor system was
simulated at various rates of descent. Taking a closer look at the CFD results in this region
can highlight the effects being observed. Figure 17 includes disk plots of the coaxial rotor
system’s lift coefficient for the upper and lower disks in axial descent, which corresponds to
a shaft angle of 90 degrees. The figure includes three descent speeds. Lift coefficient values
too high suggest rotor stall and values too low suggest poor performance. A mostly normal
operating condition can be seen in the disk plots from the 2.29 m/s descent, in Figure 17a,
with a reasonable lift coefficient in all places except for the upper rotor root region that
appears to be stalled. The upper rotor blade tips also appear to be approaching high lift
coefficient values. The area where the upper rotor wake passes through the lower rotor
does also exhibit some reduction in the lower rotor lift coefficient. The 4.57 m/s descent
condition, in Figure 17b, sees an even larger depletion of lower rotor thrust, indicating
highly decreased performance. The upper rotor appears to be performing adequately, but
it is important to note that the lift coefficient has been decreased following an increase in
descent rate. These two observations suggest the formation of a toroidal vortex ring in the
vicinity of the coaxial rotor system. This will be highlighted momentarily in Figure 18. The
upper rotor, however, is still operating at a reasonable lift coefficient despite the higher
descent rate that could otherwise be expected to push the rotor toward stalling. The highest
descent velocity of 6.1 m/s, in Figure 17c, shows complete degradation of the values across
both the upper and lower rotors. The lower rotor’s root section is seen to be stalled with
the high descent velocity, yet the outboard sections have low values due to the surrounding
toroidal vortex ring. The mid-section of the lower rotor is seen to have a higher average lift
coefficient than the previous condition, indicating that the vortex ring is translating higher
on the coaxial rotor system and the lower rotor is being exposed to more of the oncoming
flow from the descent velocity. This condition is beginning to transition from a VRS to a
turbulent wake state.
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To better visualize this phenomenon, the vortex rings are highlighted in Figure 18
with plots of velocity magnitude and velocity vectors for the same three conditions. The
4.57 m/s descent plots have a toroidal wake structure just beneath the lower rotor plane
that acts to increase the inflow through the lower rotor and decrease its sectional values,
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but it is kept at a distance from the upper rotor. This is indicative of the observed ‘VRS
shielding.’ The bottom plots of Figure 18, representing the higher descent speed, show that
the vortex ring has moved up and is now encompassing the entire coaxial rotor system.
The location of the toroidal vortex ring can be identified by the low velocity region at the
core of the vortex ring, which is located just beyond the rotor blade tips in Figure 18b,c.
This represents a fully developed coaxial rotor VRS that is approaching a transition to a
turbulent wake state.
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The results of Figures 17 and 18 corroborate the trends observed and described from the
performance comparisons. In Figure 16a, both the upper and lower rotor thrust coefficients
increase as the rotor system transitions from axial climb (−90 deg) to edgewise flight
(0 deg), and finally to axial descent (90 deg). This is indicative of normal operation, which
is expected at low velocity relative to the inflow speed. Figure 16b, with the decreased
rotor speed, shows a similar trend at first where the individual rotor thrust coefficient
increases from the climb, through edgewise flight, and into the descent. An inflection point
is observed on the lower rotor, however, at the start of descent conditions. At this point,
the lower rotor is beginning to entrain its wake, and the thrust coefficient is observed to
continually decrease as the condition approaches axial descent and the vortex ring centers
around the lower rotor. The upper rotor sees a delayed inflection point and less of a drop
in thrust coefficient, which again agrees with the proposed VRS shielding theory. For the
highest rates of descent, shown in the right portion of Figure 16b, both the upper and lower
rotor thrust coefficients exhibit similar behavior as the vortex ring moves higher in the rotor
system. Still, the upper rotor exhibits a more gradual entrance into the VRS region with a
smaller total drop off as well.
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6. Conclusions

This paper presented a methodology for accurate and efficient multirotor performance
estimation using a hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD approach. The accuracy of the methodology
was quantified using experimental test data obtained by the authors in the NASA Langley
14- by 22-ft. Subsonic Tunnel Facility. The computational efficiency of the approach was
also discussed with some mention of the computational hardware, GPU acceleration, and
runtimes achieved through optimized scripting of the simulations on a multi-GPU desktop
machine. These data characterize the approach as retaining a high level of accuracy for
predicting steady multirotor performance while greatly reducing the computational cost to
be several orders of magnitude less than that of high-fidelity CFD. Additionally, this paper
presented an analysis of single versus coaxial rotor performance. Insights were provided
into the ‘VRS shielding’ phenomenon unique to the coaxial rotor system that is observed to
delay the full effects of VRS until higher descent speeds are reached.

The objectives of this work were as follows:

1. Summarize a methodology for multirotor performance prediction using an efficient
hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD approach with a high-resolution model of the rotor.

2. Document the effects of using fully turbulent versus free-transition airfoil performance
tables on CFD rotor performance predictions.

3. Compare single versus coaxial rotor performance across a wide range of flight conditions.

Objective 1—The best practices and development of a high-resolution rotor model for
hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD were presented for efficient rotor performance prediction of
single and coaxial rotor systems. The CFD simulations took approximately 4.5 h each on
a desktop computer with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
GPU. The rotor performance predictions that were generated using the CFD model were
compared to a new set of experimental data obtained by the authors in the NASA Langley
14- by 22-ft. Subsonic Tunnel Facility for rotor shaft angles from negative 90 degrees to
positive 90 degrees in increments of 15 degrees or less.

Objective 2—CFD simulations for both the single and coaxial rotor models were
carried out using two different sets of airfoil performance tables. The first set of tables was
generated with the C81 Generator tool, which uses the ARC2D two-dimensional thin-layer
RANS CFD flow solver to generate fully turbulent airfoil performance data. The second set
of airfoil performance tables used a free-transition assumption and were generated using
MIT-XFOIL. Both sets of CFD data were compared to the experimental data. The average
estimated experimental uncertainty across the entire test matrix was 6% for upper rotor
thrust, 4.9% for upper rotor torque, 12.8% for lower rotor thrust, and 8.5% for lower rotor
torque. For most conditions, the CFD predictions fall within these error bars. For the single
rotor cases, the average total thrust and torque discrepancies between the experimental
data and the CFD simulations using the fully turbulent airfoil performance tables were
less than 4%. For the free-transition XFOIL tables, the reduced torque from a decreased
drag coefficient was largely negated by the increase in rotor thrust from the steeper lift
curve slope. For the coaxial rotor simulations, the torque was found to be over-predicted
for all simulations, and the fully turbulent airfoil tables gave a better correlation with
the experimental data. For the fully turbulent airfoil table simulations, the upper rotor
thrust was under-predicted and the lower rotor thrust was over-predicted. The combined
coaxial rotor thrust, however, was very well predicted. The free-transition airfoil table
simulations led to higher values of thrust, in general, and thus slightly improved the upper
rotor correlation but worsened the lower rotor results. The average coaxial rotor thrust and
torque comparisons using the fully turbulent airfoil tables were within 1.4% and 3% of the
experimental values, respectively.

Objective 3—Comparisons were made between the single and coaxial rotor models
using the fully turbulent airfoil performance tables. From the results of the individual
rotor thrust coefficient, the single rotor can be a good approximation of the upper rotor
performance in a coaxial rotor configuration with rotor spacing, as presented in this work,
and can be considered for many UAM applications. This can be true across most flight
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conditions if the rotor-induced velocity is large compared to the flight speed. For higher
flight speeds, on the other hand, there are regions where the behavior changes. The results
at the lowest RPM setting showed all rotors to behave similarly in forward flight where the
rotor–rotor interaction is small due to the large rotor spacing and large wake skew angle.
For descent conditions, however, the individual rotor performances can greatly differ from
each other. For example, it was shown that the coaxial rotor exhibits a vortex ring state
(VRS) shielding behavior, whereby the usual rapid loss of thrust encountered in VRS is
delayed until a higher descent velocity is reached. In this shielding state, the vortex ring
forms near the lower rotor plane, and the upper rotor is largely unaffected until a higher
rate of descent is reached, at which point the toroidal vortex ring moves upward and a
fully developed coaxial rotor VRS is encountered. The rotor thrust coefficient was also used
as a predictor of VRS conditions, where a change in slope and reduction in the coefficient
signified the onset of VRS. The lower rotor exhibited this behavior sooner and with more
severity than the upper rotor. As a result, the lower rotor thrust coefficient could be used as
a predictor of impending VRS-type conditions in rotorcraft flight control systems.

This work characterized the hybrid BEMT-URANS CFD methodology as highly accu-
rate at predicting single and coaxial steady rotor performance at a very low computational
cost. The correlations with experimental data for this particular rotor were best with fully
turbulent airfoil performance tables. Several unique observations were made between sin-
gle and coaxial rotor performances that will inform the literature and aid future conceptual
aircraft design of these stiff, variable speed, multirotor configurations.
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Nomenclature

A Rotor disk area [m2]
a Speed of sound [m/s]
CT Rotor thrust coefficient = T/

(
ρAω2R2) [non-dimensional]

Cd Sectional drag coefficient = D/
(
0.5ρcrω2r2) [non-dimensional]

Cl Sectional lift Coefficient = L/
(
0.5ρcrω2r2) [non-dimensional]

cr Chord length at radial position, r [m]
E% Verification comparison error [non-dimensional]
M Local Mach number = ωr/a [non-dimensional]
Q Rotor torque [N-m]
R Rotor blade radius [m]
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Re Local Reynolds number = ρωrcr/µ [non-dimensional]
r Radial position [m]
SA Shaft angle [deg], angle between free-stream velocity and rotor disk plane, negative

nose-down
T Rotor thrust [N]
V∞ Wind-tunnel speed [m/s]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
ω Rotor rotational velocity [radians/s]
µ Dynamic viscosity [kg/(m-s)] or [Pa-s]
adv Rotor advance ratio = V∞/(ωR) [non-dimensional]
advx Rotor advance ratio parallel to rotor disk = (cos (SA)∗V∞)/(ωR) [non-dimensional]
u Uncertainty [non-dimensional] (used for multiple parameters in Section 2.3)
δ Error (used for multiple parameters in Section 2.3)
AAM Advanced air mobility
BEMT Blade Element Momentum Theory
CAD Computer-aided design
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CPU Central Processing Unit
D Rotor diameter [m]
eVTOL Electric vertical take-off and landing
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
PAV Planetary aerial vehicle
PWM Pulse width modulation
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
URANS Unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
RotCFD Rotorcraft Computational Fluid Dynamics Program
RPM Revolutions per minute
SA Shaft angle [deg]
TWS Turbulent wake state
VRS Vortex ring state
UAM Urban air mobility
WBS Windmill brake state
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